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Merle Ambrose comes from what world? Avalon What is the name of the balance tree? Niles Who Sells Valentine's Day Items in Wizard City? Valentina Hartsong Who guards the entrance to the Unicorn Way? Private Stillson Who's the Unnamed Knight? Sir Mallory How Many Spiral Worlds
Unlocked by Phone on May 21, 2014? 12 Which of these places is not in the City of wizards? Digmore Station Why fairies and fairies on unicorn path of evil? Rattlesnakes corrupted them. What color is the door in the boys' room? Red Which one is not a symbol on the battle sigila? Wand
Who is the registrar of Pigswick Academy? Mrs. Dowager What book does Professor Drake send you to the library to check? Book on Wumpus What is the shape of a pink piece in the potion movement? Heart Why are goblers so afraid to go home? Witches What is the title of a book that
floats around the library of the Wizard City? Basic Wizards and the proper care of acquaintances Who prophesies about it? The mirror will break, the horn will ring, from the shadow I strike, and the sky will fall ... Morganthe What are the below not the type They are in MooShu? Is Ruby
zafaria home to what cultures? Gorillas, zebras, Lions What prospector zick lose track in MooShu? Blue Oysters What can be used to reduce Nirini's powers in Crocotopia? The flame of gems that is the only school left to stand in Dragonspyre? Fire January 4, 2016 January 29, 2019
William DeathWhisper Who is registrar of Pigswick Academy? Answer: Mrs. Dowager Who guards the entrance to the Unicorn Way? Answer: Private Stillson How Many Spiral Worlds are unlocked by phone on May 21, 2014? Answer: 12 What is the shape of a pink piece in the movement
of the potion? Answer: Heart What can be used to reduce Nirini's powers in Crocotopia? Answer: Flame gems What color door inside the boys' room? Answer: Red What is the name of the balance tree? Answer: Niles Who prophesied this? The mirror will break, the horn will ring, from the



shadow I strike, and the sky will fall. Answer: Morganthe Why fairies and fairies on the Unicorn Path of Evil? Answer: The Rattlesons corrupted them. Is zafaria home to what cultures? Answer: Gorillas, zebras, Lions Which one is not a symbol on the battle sigila? Wand Who Sells
Valentine's Day Items in Wizard City? Answer: Valentina Hartsong What is the name of the book floating around the Wizard City library? Answer: Basic Wizards and proper care of acquaintances What book does Professor Drake send you to the library to check? Answer: Book of Wumpus
Who is the Nameless Knight? Answer: Sir Mallory What is the only school left standing in Dragonspyre? Answer: Merl Ambrose's Fire Comes From What World? Answer: Avalon What's a Centr zick lose track in MooShu? Answer: Blue oysters, which are lower, are not the type They are in
MooShu? Answer: Ruby Why are goblers so afraid to go home? Answer: Witches In which of these places is not in the Wizard? Answer: Digmore How many spiral worlds are unlocked by phone on May 21, 2014? Answer: 12 Pst! Now we have a trivia machine that will allow you to search
quests for any trivia game! Trivia Machine ┌e ⋆⋅ ⋅⋆ 15 x ┐1) How much worlds spiral unlocked by number May 21, 2014?122) MERLE AMBROSE hails from what world? Avalon3) Which book professor DRAKE sends you to the library to check? Book about Wumpus4) What can be used to
reduce the powers of NIRIINI in Crocotopia? Flame Gems5) What color is DOOR inside the boys' room? Red6) What prospectOR SEE LOSE track in MooShu? Blue Oysters7) What is the shape of the pink piece in POTION MOTION? Heart8) What is the title of the book that is floating
around the Wizard City LIBRARY? Basic Wizards and Proper Care familiars9) What's called BALANCE TREE? Niles10) Which below are not the type of ONI in MooShu? Ruby11) What is the only school left standing in DRAGONSPYRE? Fire12) Which of these LOCATIONS is not in The
Wizard of the City? Digmore Station13) Which one is not a symbol on BATTLE SIGIL? Wand14) Who guards the entrance to UNICORN WAY? Private Stillson15) Who is NAMELESS KNIGHT? Sir Mallory16) Who is THE REGISTRAR Academy Pigswick?Mrs. Dowager17) Who prophesies
this? The mirror will break, the horn will be called, Out of the Shadow I Strike, and the sky will fall. Valentina Hartsong19) Why are GOBBLERS so afraid to go home? Witches20) Why PIXIES and FAERIES on the Unicorn Path of Evil? Rattlebones damaged them.21) IS home to what crops?
Gorillas, zebras, lions and ⋆✩⋆ 'NotesI' pose questions in alphabetical order and put keywords in all caps, so you can find the questions easier. I wanted to make an easily accessible answer key for all the little things on Wizard101 that included all possible answers in an easy-to-read
format. This is mostly for me because I want to do little things for free crowns so I can sew my clothes, but if any of you find it useful, feel free to use it. If I miss any questions, please let me know!└ '⋆⋅' ⋅⋆ q ┘ KI free games allow you to earn free crowns by answering questions about
wizard101 and pirate101. You can earn up to 100 kronor directly sent to your wizard101 account by responding to 10 small things on their website. Each little thing gives 10 kronor automatically applied to your wizard101 account, a maximum of 10 small things per day. In this article we will
share with you wizard101 adventure trivia AnswersCrowns you earn from wizard101 trivia can not be transferred to other accounts, but can be used to buy things in games, buy packages, open zones, buying elixir memberships from the store crowns. There are 9 total Wizard101 trivia tests,
and in this guide, I'll tell you the answers to all of them. You only ever see 12 questions, however, there are many more than 12 in all of them. Some of these can't be used but they're about okay from at least the performances when I did it and I did all these tests about 4 times. Trivia's new
link: Adventures of The Little Things answers: Which one isn't Lore's spell? A: Fire Dragon: Which one is not the Anchorstone? A: Rasik Anchorstone: Shaka zebu is best known as ... A: The greatest living zebra warrior: What is the name of a book stolen from the Royal Museum? A:
Crocodile Cocoon: Who is the king of Grizzlyam bears? A: Valgard Goldenblade: What type of 8th rank spell is taught to Death Students at Level 58? A: Damage and DoT: The Unalmeted Solar Serpent does what? A: 900-1000 Fiery Damage and 300 Fire Damage to All Enemies: What
Protects Time Tape? A: Flux Time: Which Aztec ponders the great questions of life? A: Philosoraptor: How long do you have to wait to join a new match after fleeing to PVP? A: 5 minutes: Which hand does Lady Oriel hold a wand in? A: The trick question is, does she have a sword: What is
Professor Falmea's favorite food? A: Pasta Arrabiata: What defines the colors of the munders in Crocotopia? A: Where do they come from, and their focus school: At Grizzleheim, the Ravens want to achieve what? A: Everwimter to cover the world in ice: What is the name of the secret
society in Crocotopia? A: Order of the Fang: Who is on the upper level of helefant Tower? A: Lyon Lorestriker: Which school is The Gourmet Demon focused on? A: Balance: What is unique about the Falmea class? A: There are burn marks on the ceiling: What is the name of the new dance
added with Khrysalis? A: Dance of the Bees: What is the school spell of Dark Nova? Answer: ShadowMost of these 20 questions will be easy to answer. I'm not a PVP so I had the most trouble with the PvP question. I was almost certain that Bjorn Ironclaws was the leader of Grizzleheim,
so I was very confused when it wasn't the right answer. I rarely saw the last three questions when I did the little things, but I saw the Royal Museum, Lady Oriel, Falmea's favorite food, and Time Tape issues every time. Overall it's little things pretty hard, but anyone who run through the
game at least once will be familiar with most of these responses. Wizard101 Spells Little Things Answers: Which book was Anna Flameright accused of stealing? A: Advanced flamelogy: Sir Edward Halley is the most famous Spiral what? A: Aztecasurologist: Who is not a member of the
Council of Light? A: Cyrus Drake: What is the shape of the weather mat in the shopping area? A: Crescent/Moon: Kirby Longspear was once a pupil of what magic school? A: Death: Swordsman Destreza was killed by what? A: Gorgon: How many portals calling for candles are in the
Mound? A: Three: What did Abigail Doolittle accuse Wadsworth of theft? A: Imitation of the Golden Rubin: What was the name of the powerful shaman Grendel, who sealed the handi doors? A: Thulinn: What level should you be wearing Dragonspyre-created clothing? A: 33 : Which
mentioned in the book Marleybone Golden Age? A: Ellen: Who is the King of burroughs? A: Pyat MourningSword: Who is Bill Tanner's sister? A: Sarah TannerUnlike most other quizzes, these are only 13 questions, so only one will be left aside. As the quiz says, it's pretty hard and I kept
getting 50% and 67%, however on my last try I got 100%! So take it from me, these answers took many failed attempts and endless streams of tears to collect. Wizard101 Magic Trifle replies: Which one is not a symbol on the battle of sigil? A: Wanda: What color is the door in the boys'
dorm? A: Reds: Is zafaria home to what crops? A: Gorillaz, zebras, Lions: What are the below not the type they are in Mooshu? A: Ruby: Why are goblers so afraid to go home? A: Witches: What is the name of the Balance Tree? A: Niles: What is the only school left standing in
Dragonspyre? A: Fire: Who prophesies this: The Mirror will break, the horn will be called, from the shadows I strike, and the sky will fall ...: Morganthe: Why fairies and fairies on the Unicorn Way of Evil? A: Rattlebones corrupt them: What can be used to reduce Nirini's powers in Crocotopia?
A: Flame gems: What is the shape of the pink piece in the potion movement? A: Heart: How many spiral worlds are unlocked by phone on May 21, 2014? A: 12 : Who is the registrar of Pigswick Academy? A: Mrs. Dowager: Merle Ambrose comes from what world? A: Avalon: Who sells
Valentine's Day items in Wizard City? A: Valentina Hartsong: Who is the nameless knight? A: Sir Mallory: What Prospector zik lose track of in MooshuA: Blue Oysters: What is the title of a book floating around the Wizard of The City Library? A: Basic Wizards and Proper Care for Friends:
Which of these places is not in the Wizard City? A: Digmour Station: Who guards the entrance to the Unicorn Way? A: Private Stillson: Which book does Professor Drake send you to the library to check? A: The book on WumpusA most of them again was not too difficult. The hardest part is
the titles of the books and the question of how many worlds there were in 2014. Otherwise, most details that can probably be easily memorized if you quest through the game before. Wizard101 Marlibone Trivia replies: What course did Herold Digmour take? A: Ancient Myths for Parliament:
What Prospector zik Lose in Marleybone? A: Stray cats: What were the initials on the doctor's glove? A: XXH: What is the very common surname of cats in Marleybone? A: O'Leary: What transports you from place to place in Marlibon? A: Balloons: What is not the symbol on the stained
glass in The Reagent Square? A: Tennis Ball: Which street is not in Reagent Square? A: Fleabitten Ave: What flies in Reagent Square? A: Newspapers: Which solo drink is served in Air Dales Hideaway? A: Root beer: What is Sergeant Major Talbot's full name? A: Sylvester Kwimby Talbot
III: Who is the dangerous criminal who up, but escapes from Newgate Prison? Answer: Meowiarty: Who is not the officer you find around Marlibon? A: Officer Digmore: What time of day is he always in Marlibone? A: Night: What is the style of artefacts in the Royal Museum? A: Krokotopian:
What are the two names on the statues in Marlibon Cathedral? A: St Bernard and St Hubert: Arthur Wethersfield is ... A: Dog: What time does it always read in Marleybone? A: 1:55: What event is Abigail Doolittle sending out invitations? A: Ball Cop: What color are Marleybone mailboxes?
Answer: Which of these people can you find in the Royal Museum? A: Clancy PembrokeWizard101 Mystical Trifle replies: Who tells you how to get to Aquila? A: Harold Argleston: What is used to travel to Arachnis Island? A: Ice Arch: King Aksaya Knifemoon needs something that unites
the people around him? A: Leadership badge: King Neza is a Seven Star. A: Grandpa: What is Ponce de Gibbon looking for in Azteca? A: Water of life: The Fjord Hrundle is part of what the Grizzleheim section is? A: Wintertuk: Who is the only one who knows how to enter the Tomb of the
Storms? A: Hitch Al-Diem: Who gives you permission to go by boat to Crocodilex? A: Major Talbot Sergeant: Who leads you across the River Soul? A: Charon: At Reagent Square, the professor stands in front of... A: Telegraph Box: Which villain terrorizes fair Marleybone girls? A: Jaques
Scratcher: Taddeus Price is a professor at Pigswick Academy which school? A: Storm: Who was the greatest Aquilian gladiator of all time? Answer: Dimachaerus: In what world will you find the Temple of the Spider? A: Who is the emperor of the royal guard Moshou? Answer: Noboru
Akitama: Who asks you to find chrysanthemums? A: Eloise Merriweather: Who did Fallinn Greensleys fall in love with? A: Sir Malik de Logres: Who is chasing Warrens Night? A: Nosferabbit: Where is the only pure fire in the Spiral found? A: Wizard of the City: Who was ordered to guard the
Sword of Kings? A: Knights of the Silver RoseWizard101 Spellbinding Trivia Answers: Who Helps Morganthe Find The Horn of Huracan? A: Belloce: Who thinks you're there to take their precious feathers? A: Takeda Canroa: Who mocks you: The Wizard, you'll know the meaning of the
word pain after we fight! A: Ayuchi: Where was Farenor imprisoned? A: Skythorne Tower: Who is trying to raise The Gorgon's army? A: Phorcys: Sumner Fieldgold twice asks you to restore what's for him? A: Shrubberies: Who tells you: Shield is just like a weapon, like a sword. A: Mavra
Flamwinge: Who is Haraku Ipa's apprentice? A: Bean Hoa: Morgan received a horned crown from Spriggan:A: Gisela: Who gives the first Shadow Magic spell? A: Sophia DarkSide: Kaliburn Swallows migrate to Avalon, where every year? A: Safaria and Marlibone: In Aztec, Morgant
enlisted help: A: The Black Sun Necromancers: Who makes the Arpsiccord for Shelus? A: Gretta Darkkettle: What a badge Do you earn by beating 100 Samoorai? A: Yojimbo: What special plant was barley developing in its garden? A: Cultivated Woodsmen: Who scoffs: Why I oughta
knocking you on the moon, you pesky little creep! A: Mugsy: How does Silinus call you after you beat Aida? A: Glorious Golden Archon: Who needs a healing potion from Master Ipa? A: Bean Hoa: Who mocks you: Get ready to be broken, babe! A: Clanker: Who tells you to say these words
only to your mentor: Mina Korio Jajuka! A: Priya DryadWizard101 Spells Of Little Things Answers: Who Teaches You to Balance Magic? A: Alhazred: Which term is best for Star Magic Spells? A: Auras: How many pips does it cost to throw a monster doctor background? A: 9 : What spell
can not be cast while polymorphic as Gobbler? A: Pie in the Sky: What's the best term for Sun Magic spells? A: Charm: What type of spells are Ice, Fire and Storm? A: Elemental: Which spell wouldn't be very effective when switching to an elixir vitae icon? A: Entangle: What level of spell
does Enya Firemoon teach? A: 80 : Which fire spell as damaging and heals over time? A: Power Link: Mildred Farsir teaches you what spells? A: Dispels: How many pips does it cost to quit Stormzilla? A: 5 : Cassie Ponikhorn teaches this kind of spell: A: Prisms: If you can throw Storm
Trap, Wild Bolt, Catalan, and Storm Spell, what are you polymorphic like? A: Ptera: Cassie Ponikhorn teaches this kind of spellA: Prism: If you're a storm wizard with 4 pips of power and 3 regular pips, how powerful will your supercharged charm be? A: 110%: Mortis can teach you this. A:
Tranquilize.: Tish'Mah specializes in spells that mostly affect these: A: Minions: Ether Shield protects against what? A: Attacks on life and death: What is not a dark magic spell? A: Ebon Tapes: Who Can Teach You to Spell Life Shield? A: Sabrina Greenstar: What makes the forgotten
Banshee? A: 375 damage plus hex trapWizard101 Wizard of Towns Trivia answers: Who sang Dragons, Titans and Giants in existence? A: Bartleby: Where's Sabrina Greenstar? A: Fair: How does the name of Boris Tallstaff's school newspaper know? A: Ravenwood Bulletin: What is the
name of the bridge in front of the cave in the Night Shore? A: Rainbow Bridge: What are the school colors of balance? A: Tan and Maroon: Who is the master of the city's Wizard mill? A: Sohomer Sanblade: Who taught the magic of life before Mulinda Wu? A: Sylvia Drake: Who is the
professor of the fire school? A: Dalia Falmea: What is the name of the ice tree in Ravenwood? A: Calvin: What are the main colors for the school of myths? A: Blue and gold right! The question is: Who sang the Dragons, Titans and Giants into existence? A: Bartlebiz: Who is Princess
Serafimov? A: Lady Oriele: What is the school of creativity? A: Storm: What's Grandpa's Tree Name? A: Bartleby: What does every rotting food in dark caves carry with it? A: Spade: What is it that gobble up not hoarding in the Colossus Way? A: What is the gemstone for? Citrine: Which
school does Malorn Ashthorn think is the best? A: Death: What is Mindy's last name (she's on Coloss Boulevard)? A: Pixiecrown: Who lives in a hedge maze? A: Lady Oriel: What's Diego's name? A: Diego Santiago Cuariquez Ramirez ThirdWizard101 zafaria Trivia responds: Vir Goodheart
is an assistant A: Rasik Pridefall: Who is Hannibal Onetuska's brother and co-pilot? A: Mago and Dog: Cousin of Sir Reginal Baxby: A: Mondley Greenhoof: Jumbo means: A: Hello. Jackal: Espop Thornpaw gives you magicA: Jembe Drum: zebu Blackstripes legendary blade was forged: In
the halls of Valencia: Unathi Nightrunner isA: Councillor Baobab: Fiery Lion Ravagers led by A : Nergal Burned Lion: Who is the Missing Prince? A: Tiziri Silvertuk: What does Letu Blunthuf say about Ghostmanes? A: You can never talk to them! The question is: Umlilo Sunchaser hired who
as a local guide? A: Msizi Redband: Rasik Pridefall isA: Olyphant from Stone Town.: Inzinzebu Bandits pursue good traders inA: Baobab Market: Koyate Ghostmane accuses the player of being What he's a thief: Inyanga calls Umlio AA: Fire Feather: Zebu Blackstripes Legendary Blade
Has Been NamedA: Sword Of Duelist: Who Isn't One of the KingsA's Zebu: Zaffe Soffer: Bellock First Found in AA: SookCheck also:5 WAYS to get free crowns in wizard1010101
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